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The Practical Mariner’s Book of
Knowledge
420 Sea-Tested Rules of Thumb for almost Every Boating Situation

A quick reference for
almost every sea going
problem or issue from
Sail to Power,
Navigation to Knots,
Rules of the road to
Rules of Thumb

THE LATEST BOOK BY

John Vigor. A sailor with over 10,000 sea miles
and former editor of Sea Magazine. 1987 John
and his family sailed from South Africa to
Florida in a 31 foot sailing boat. John writes
with humor and knowledge

HOW IS THE BOOK SET OUT?

The book is seat out as an A to Z of Rules of
Thumb. Some of the rules are not so much of
thumb and of whole hand but all are useful
and a good many with save time, money and /
or embarrassment.

HOW WILL THIS BOOK BENEFIT ME?

As a small boat owner this book may well
enable you to talk with Marine Engineers on
lever playing field, you can speak with
knowledge about displacement to length ratios
(page D49), Propellor Efficiency page P123,
or the brightness of Navigation lights page
N107. This book may well enable you to
afford to sail or power more, to maintain your
own boat.
Whether you are a seasoned old salt or
are new to boating this is the book for you.
Rarely a month goes by without my
referencing this book.
As a bed side read a couple of pages each
evening this book is worth every penny of its
purchase price £10.99 at Amazon.
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